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• “Is cooling the future of heating?” “cooling demand is growing at more than 3% a 
year for the next three decades, 8-times  faster than demand for heating in the last 30 
years.” International Energy Agency [1]

• In New Zealand, six of its eight warmest years occurring after 
2013 [2]

• New Zealand Government announces ‘Climate Change 
Emergency’ [3]

[1]. IEA. (2020). Is cooling the future of heating? International Energy Agency (IEA). 
https://www.iea.org/commentaries/is-cooling-the-future-of-heating
[2]. de Jong, E. (2021). New Zealand records seventh-hottest year, with extreme weather more likely. The Guardian, 12 
January.
[3] https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/political/431942/climate-emergency-declaration-by-new-zealand-government-
includes-commitment-to-2025-targets
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• What do we know about the energy used for cooling buildings in NZ?

• The answer is: very little for both residential and commercial 
buildings.
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Residential cooling

According to BRANZ, climate change is increasing energy consumption in housing by 
about 1% per year. Extra energy used for summer cooling is more than that saved 
for winter heating (Page 2009).

Page, I. (2009) ‘Regional Heat Pump Energy Loads’ BRANZ report No E528
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Energy used for heating load: increase of 25% over 50 years

Energy used for cooling load: 300% increase over 50 years

A study of award-winning 
houses over a 50-year period 
found that calculated heating 
demand increased by 25% 
while cooling increased by 
300%. [1]

[1] Byrd, Hugh and Nash, Eva (2012) Looks aren't 
everything. BRANZ Build, 130 . pp. 38-39. ISSN 0110-
4381
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One of the reasons that residential 
buildings need more cooling is 
because designers do not need 
concern themselves with passive 
cooling as they can rely on heat 
pumps.
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Building Codes for Commercial Buildings

• You do not have to take account of the energy used for 
air-conditioning in order to comply with Building Codes 
for energy efficiency. 

• It is almost 30 years since the Building Code has been 
updated. (NZS 93 4243) became active in 1996 [1]

• NZ energy efficiency building codes are the lowest in the 
OECD.[2] (OECD,2017)

[1] Standards New Zealand. (2007). Energy efficiency: Large buildings. Part 1. Building thermal envelope 
(NZS 4243.1:2007). Standards New Zealand.
[2] OECD. (2017). Environmental performance reviews: New Zealand. Organisation for 483 Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD). 484 https://www.oecd.org/env/country-
reviews/Highlights_OECD_EPR_NewZealand.pdf
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Commercial buildings actual cooling demand

• Building Energy End-Use Study (BEES) carried out by the Building 
Research Association of New Zealand (BRANZ) [1]

• Lasted for six years and was by far the largest research project into 
understanding the energy profile of NZ’s non-residential buildings.

• Inadequate actual data on cooling loads obtained. Small sample, 
wide variation and inconclusive. Recommendations based on 
modelling and not on actual building performance.

[1] Amitrano, L. (Ed.), Isaacs, N., Saville-Smith, K., Donn, M., Camilleri, M., Pollard, A., Babylon, M., Bishop, R., 
Roberti, J., Burrough, L., Au, P., Bint, L., Jowett, J., Hills, A., & Cory, S. (2014). Building Energy End-Use Study 
(BEES) Part 1: Final report (Study Report No. 297/1). Building Research Association of New Zealand (BRANZ).
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New Zealand’s Institutions 

• Green Building Council
You get more credits from the Green Building Council for air-conditioned buildings than for naturally 
ventilated buildings [1]

• Property Council
The Property Council of NZ recommends higher rents for the larger energy consuming air-conditioning 
systems. [2]

• New Zealand Institute of Architect’s 
Response to “Building for Climate Change”. 
“Any changes to the Building Code may further put pressure on building costs. The compliance process 
for buildings that are not ‘standard’ should be kept simple, in order to avoid stifling innovation.” [3]

[1] Byrd, Hugh and Leardini, Paola (2011) Green buildings: issues for New Zealand. Proceedia Engineering, 21 . pp. 
481-488. ISSN 1877-7058
[2] Byrd, Hugh, Matthewman, Steve and Rasheed, Eziaku (2022) Air-conditioning in New Zealand:power and 
policy. Buildings and Cities, 3 (1). pp. 1-9. ISSN 2632-6655
[3] NZIA. (2020). Submission form for the Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment’s 478 (MBIE) ‘Building 
for climate change: Transforming operational efficiency and 479 reducing whole-of-life embodied carbon’.
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“Stifling Innovation” 

1920 Mies Van de Rohe 2020 Commercial Bay
In the sub-tropical climate of 
Auckland, we still give awards 
to  all-glass towers that have no 
solar protection, no natural 
ventilation and are permanently 
air-conditioned.

“Less is more” has become a 
bad joke for energy and the 
climate.
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Why there is no cost 
incentive to improve 
standards for commercial 
buildings
• There is no incentive to design 

commercial buildings with reduced 
cooling loads.

• The only incentive might be to reduce 
electricity costs. But this has not been 
the case in NZ.

• Since privatisation of the electricity 
supply system, residential electricity 
costs have doubled while commercial 
costs have declined.

• What is the incentive to reduce energy 
use when somebody else is paying your 
electricity bill?

Bertram, G. (2015). Neoliberalism and energy poverty: Why corporatisation, 
deregulation and privatisation doubled the cost of electricity for New Zealand 
households.http://www.geoffbertram.com/fileadmin/publications/How%20neoliber
alism%20doubled%20the%20price%20of%20electricity.pdf
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In December 2021, a year after announcing a ‘climate 
emergency’ and 25 years since the thermal envelope 
standards were reviewed, the NZ government introduced 
the new ‘acceptable solutions’ for energy efficiency in 
commercial buildings (MBIE 2021).

“Requirements to account for heat gains from solar 
radiation are satisfied by complying with the requirements 
for thermal resistance.” 
(MBIE 2021: 11)

MBIE. (2021). H1 energy efficiency, acceptable solution H1/AS2. Ministry of Business Innovation and 
Employment (MBIE), New Zealand Government. https://www.building.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/building-
code-compliance/h1-energy- efficiency/asvm/h1-energy-efficiency-as2-1st-edition.pdf
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